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OUTSIDE TOWN – MID MORNING 

 

The title MIND’S EYE fades into the center of the screen, 
as we see a lovely calm blue sky with a few fluffy clouds. 
The title stays for 3 seconds before fading out. 

 

CUT TO: 

 

A sign comes into view reading HEDONE, perched atop the 
hand-carved sign is GULL. GULL is carrying a stone in its 
bill, and fleetingly looks at the camera before flying out 
of shot. In the distance we can see the town resting on a 
hill and looking quite quaint. 

 

CUT TO: 

IN TOWN – MID MORNING 

 

The street is mostly quiet, but cheerful sound can be 
heard. Bird is chirping, a couple are chatting on the 
pavement as a car lazily rolls past. The town buildings are 
stereotypes of middle America. Wooden houses, a church, and 
local stores can be seen. MALCOM can be seen cheerfully 
waiting to cross the street when GULL drops a stone that 
knocks him on the head.  MALCOLM flinches and immediately 
clutches his head in pain, before frantically rubbing the 
wounded area to soothe the ache. After a moment, MALCOLM 
staggers across the road, still holding his head. 

 

CUT TO: 

 

Focuses on a pastel blue house in the middle of a row, two 
identical houses are seen either side only differing in 
their pastel colours. Generic city sounds can be heard in 
the background. MALCOLM stumbles up to the middle house and 
before he opens the door the scene ends. 
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CUT TO: 

 

INSIDE MALCOLM’S LIVING ROOM – MID MORNING 

 

Inside there is a chaotic mess.  In the center of the scene 
we see MALCOLM clinging onto a raggedy sofa. He is visibly 
disturbed, his eyes darting back and forth whilst shaking 
tremendously.  

 

CUT TO: 

 

We enter MALCOM’S mind and watch as the innocuous objects 
in his home morph into terrifying monsters. There is a tall 
stack of books that transforms into a towering centipede 
that snaps it’s mandibles angrily at the air; a small lamp 
turns into an ominous octopus; and a cuddly toy changes to 
a beastly bear. 

 

CUT TO: 

 

IN TOWN – MID MORNING 

 

 

MALCOLM screams in terror and flees the house. 

 

CUT TO: 

 

MALCOLM is running down the street, arms outstretched in 
Scooby-Doo-running style.  

 

CUT TO: 
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The idyllic street jerkily changes from pale pastel colours 
to a hellish scenario. The clear blue sky turns blood read 
with storm clouds; the strong street lamps are now crooked 
and broken; the beautiful wooden street benches are warped 
and dilapidated; the smooth paving stones are cracked.  

 

CUT TO: 

 

MALCOLM begins to strike his head in a desperate bid to rid 
himself of these terrifying images, but it is futile and he 
despairingly looks around before spotting the CHURCH. 

 

CUT TO: 

 

MALCOLM stands on the roof of the CHURCH, the height from 
the ground dizzying. The scene flicks between normal and 
demonic. With a defeated sigh he leaps. 

 

CUT TO: 

 

OFFICER DOLOS leans over into the camera, shaking his head. 

 

CUT TO: 

 

OFFICER DOLOS is leaning over the body of MALCOLM; blood 
can be seen splattered over the pavement along with some 
brain matter. 

 

CUT TO: 
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OUTSIDE TOWN – MID MORNING 

 

A sign comes into view reading HEDONE. The calm blue sky 
and quaint town in the background, identical to the 
beginning, then GULL flies into shot and returns to his 
perch. GULL is again holding a stone in its bill. The scene 
flickers and the sign reads PHRIKE. The sky a stormy blood 
read and the town now nightmarish in appearance. GULL is 
now a black raven and looks directly at the camera for an 
uncomfortable stare before flying off. The scene then 
returns back to the calm HEDONE design. 

 

CUT TO BLACK 

 

ROLL CREDITS 

THE END 


